Establishing The Joy Community Center and Soup Kitchen Clinic

Joy & HealthAssist

What?

• Joy Community Center and Soup Kitchen fights food insecurity by providing meals to the Greenville community, largely serving our unhoused population.

• HealthAssist, an arm of the local non-profit organization Access East, provides services to meet the medical needs of the uninsured. They have partnered with Joy to provide toiletries, medical supplies, clothing, and support with navigating our health care system to our unhoused population during Joy’s operating hours.

• In addition to providing these services, Access East and HealthAssist plan to open a clinic at the community center

So What?

Now What?

• Establish a relationship with the community to improve trust via volunteering with the HealthAssist foot clinic

• Clarify details on the clinic start date and schedule

• Organize supplies for clinic start

• Assess and plan for clinic improvement according to its needs once it begins

• Plan to incorporate more Brody student involvement
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